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A graph G is two-point universal if, given any two vertices A and B, there is a 
vertex joined to both, a vertex joined to neither, a vertex joined to A but not B, 
and a vertex joined to B but not A. Erdos asked whether there is an in&trite family 
of such graphs of some genus y. In this note, we show that the number of vertices 
of a two-point universal graph of genus y satisfies M < 216(2y + I? so that 
there are most finitely many of each genus. 
INTRODUCTION 
We say that a graph is two-point universal if it has the following property: 
Given any two vertices A and B of G, there exists a point PI joined to A but 
not to B, a point Fz joined to B but not to A, a point F3 joined to both, an 
point Fh joined to neither. Such graphs developed out of the work of S. 
Mechler in [I] who asked along with Paul Kainen whether there are any planar 
two-point universal graphs. This problem has so far eluded solution, although 
we have an article in the Proceedings of the 1973 Keszthely Meeting 131 
showing that there are none with more than 135 vertices. There do 
some two-point universal graphs with 11 vertices and genus one, and 
Erdiis asked at the Keszthely meeting the following question: Does there exist 
an infinite family of two-point universal graphs of some fixed genus ? We 
settle that question by proving 
THEOREM If G is a two-point universal graph wi?& n vertices having genus yY 
tlleiz 
n < 216(2y + lj2 (11 
Hence there are only finitely many of my $xed genus. 
Remarks. Let P, Q and R be vertices, let Pi& 
k - 1, and obtain G, by forming the additional 
QX, , RB, and RQi for 1 < i < k - 1. It is easily verified that GI, is two- 
point universal for k 3 4. The genus of Gk is at most k - 2. I[t is possible 
that the upper bound (1) is true with a linear function of JI on the right band 
side. 
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By a slightly more elaborate proof it can be shown that n < 720~~ + 
780~ + 206. 
Proof of Theorem. Let G be a two-point universai graph with n vertices 
and (minimum) genus y. 
For any graph G the (minimum) genus y = y(G) is the minimum t such 
that G can be drawn without crossing on a surface of genus t. Given such a 
“minimum imbedding” in M, it is shown in [4] that each of thefcomponents 
of M - G is a 2-cell. Hence the Euler characteristic formula holds, and we 
have 
f=2-22y+e-n. (2) 
Let dl ,..., d, be the degrees and k the minimum degree. Since each edge is 
on the boundary of at most two faces, and each face has at least three edges, 
we have 
$>f=2(1 -y)+e--nn, 
and consequently nk < CL, di = 2e = 6n + 12(~ - 1). If k > 6, then we 
have 
n < WY - 1) \ k _ 6 < 12~ - 12 < 216(& + 1)“. 
Hence we may suppose that the minimum degree is at most six. Since G 
has diameter two, there must be a vertex A of degree at least {n/6}. Let A’ be 
a vertex not adjacent to A. By a result on p. 102 of [2] there is an acyclic 
subgraph Tl of G which preserves distances from A’. 
Let x, ) x2 )..., X, be the vertices adjacent to A. In Tl every Xi can be 
reached from A’ by a path of length one,or two from A’. Let Ti be the sub- 
graph of TX obtained by omitting edges and vertices not needed to reach 
Xl 7 x2 ,..‘9 X, . We may think of T[ as a tree rooted at A’ with two levels-the 
vertices adjacent to A’ and the vertices adjacent to these vertices. Let B be the 
vertex of greatest degree, letting r be that degree. Then 
In T; , and hence in G, B is connected by disjoint paths of length two or less 
to Y of the vertices adjacent to A. Let G’ be the graph obtained by contracting 
G along these paths as follows: If X is adjacent to A and AYX is a path in 
T;, then merge Y and X into one vertex. Let C be a point of G adjacent to 
neither A nor B. It is clear that A, B and C are not merged with any points 
when G’ is formed. 
Let T, be an acyclic subgraph of G’ preserving distances from C, and let 
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Ti be obtained from T, by omitting vertices and edges not needed to reach the 
Y vertices adjacent to A and B. Let XI ,..., X, be these points. Let XI ,.D-P X8 
be at distance two from C and let Xs+l ,..., X, be adjacent to C. Let m be the 
total number of vertices of Ti adjacent to C, including the vertices of ;r,’ 
needed to reach XI , X, ,..., Xl, from C. Since X,,, 9 .. . . X7 are adjacent to C 
we have 
mar--s. (3 
Let K be obtained from Tk by the addition of the vertices A and B and the 
2s edges joining them to XI, X, ,..., X, . Now K is a subgraph sf G: with 
e’ = M + 3s edges, and n’ = m + s + 3 vertices, containing no triangles. 
Hence 
2e’ 
4 > f’ = 2(1 - y’) + e’ - pz’, 
where y’ is the minimum genus of K and f ’ is the number of faces in a rn~~~rna~ 
imbedding. By (5) we have 
y > y’ > $(s - m - 2) > $(r - 2na - 29. (61 
Let K’ be obtained from Ti by the addition of the vertices A and B and the 
2r edges joining them to XI, X, ,..., X, . Then K’ is a subgraph of G’. Let 
z, 3 =2 ,.--7 z, be the vertices adjacent to C. Each Zi is either an lrij or is adjacent 
to an Xi . Hence K’ contains a subgraph homeomorphic to tbe complete 
bipartite graph K,,, . It is an easy consequence of Euler’s formula that the 
minimum genus of IC,,, is at least i(m - 2). Hence y > $(nz - 2). With (6) 
this gives Y < 12~ + 6, and (1) then follows using (4). 
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